2020 PROPHECY
SPIRIT EMPOWERED TO GO ALL OUT
20 When He had said this, He showed them
His hands and His side. Then the disciples
were glad when they saw the Lord.
21 So Jesus said to them again, "Peace to you!
As the Father has sent Me, I also send you."
22 And when He had said this, He breathed
on them, and said to them, "Receive the Holy
Spirit.”

This is what I have designed for you this year.
I want you to have a revelation of what My
Spirit is able to do, not just when He is upon
you, but when He moves through you.
With the year I bring much revelation. 2020

The number 2 is going to mean you and Me
and Me and you, which gives zero capability
to the enemy. You will be EMPOWERED as
never before.
It also symbolizes where two or more are
gathered in My name, there I am in the
middle. You’re going to know My power,
you’re going to know what to do. A circle of
love will be evident and I will take My place
to orchestrate your life to live abundantly as
was originally intended.
But you, as My first disciples did, must receive
HOLY SPIRIT EMPOWERMENT.
John 20:19-22 NKJV
19 Then, the same day at evening, being the
first day of the week, when the doors were
shut where the disciples were assembled, for
fear of the Jews, Jesus came and stood in the
midst, and said to them, "Peace be with you."

It began the movement that was needed
then. In 2020 there will be a SPIRIT
EMPOWERED reunion that is coming right
now. I want you to understand who you are. I
am joining the forces of what has happened in
the past with what I am doing now, with what
is coming to pass.
I am bringing lightning; I am bringing power; I
am bringing thunder, and I am bringing My
voice again. I am bringing it through My
people. I am bringing it to the world. It will
bring an enlightenment: hearts and minds
once again will go back to their first love, and
it will grow to call forth others to truth.
I am bowling over what the enemy’s plans
have been. I am busting up his plans and I am
releasing the greatest army of revival that the
world has ever seen. 2020 is My time!
The prior moves that have occurred, you can
see My hand upon them, but then man began
to corrupt My move with their ideas and
agendas. But what was of Me, stood. Though
you aren’t aware, I watched over the
goodness that was released and held it in my
hands. I have packaged it to release it again
with the new activity that will happen by
HOLY SPIRIT EMPOWERMENT.
There will be a convergence of authority.
There will be a convergence of power. There
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will be a convergence of revelation. There
will be a convergence of what My name stands
for. My people will represent Me as they go
out with love and with power.
I’m going to expand your borders. I’m taking
people back to the baseline and I’m going to
hit them with the fire of the true, Holy
Presence again.
I will EMPOWER you with movement, but you
must move with Me. Be willing to impact your
own family, your own territory, your own
region of influence, and then I will expand
your borders.
When the SPIRIT EMPOWERS you to go ALL
OUT, you will go as My witnesses in your own
Jerusalem, and Judea, and Samaria, and then
into all the world.
I’m opening up doors for you. I’m opening up
doors here, and then I will open up doors
there. And some will come here. And some
will go out. But I will be the one orchestrating
it. You will hear My voice and you will be My
voice.
That which I have orchestrated gives no place
for the enemy to interrupt. I am God and My
plans will not be interrupted.
You will go first to the familiar areas before
you can go to the unfamiliar places. You have
to plow the ground, sow seeds, and cultivate
it.
No one wants to start in the hardest places.
The familiar is the hardest, but it is the place
where true disciples are built. You will have
to walk in the familiar places to have an
unfamiliar, fresh, new, unprecedented
influence.
You must hear and know and obey My voice.
Then you will stand against any resistance,
with My EMPOWERMENT and wisdom. I will

stare down any resistance and it will give way
to My will.
My plan is to bring you so close to Me that
there will be no place in between us for the
enemy to hide.
Stay connected to Me … I join you in the
battle, to bring the victory that will bring
many out of delusion and deception and into
the realms of the SPIRIT that will not be
denied.
The truth of My love, the truth of My
goodness I will release. The good things of the
prior revivals and times will return, and join
the present movement as I bring revelation
with power.
What a time it is. This is the time for My
Church to fulfill this scripture:
Ephesians 2:7 (TPT)
Throughout the coming ages we will be the
visible display of the infinite, limitless riches
of his grace and kindness, which was
showered upon us in Jesus Christ.
Many have wondered where the answers have
been for the prior promises, but 2020 is a new
decade where the time of waiting has passed
and the time of perfect release has begun.
Look for the climatic events to prove who I
am in your midst. And as a sign to the world.
As you release your words that come from the
Holy Spirit with power, He will release all that
is needed to bring forth a new prevailing
influence in regions to open the heavens.
When Holy Spirit came, He didn’t gently walk
in the room so as not to offend the others
that were in Jerusalem for the Feast of
Tabernacles.
No, He was making a grand entrance!
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Acts 2:2 NKJV
And suddenly there came a sound from
heaven, as of a rushing mighty wind, and it
filled the whole house where they were
sitting.
What happened? When He came there was
noise, there was fire, there was boldness,
there was EMPOWERMENT! He is making
another grand entrance.
A SOUND!! A sound bigger than 120 united
praying people.
My people need to be waiting, seeking
together, becoming ONE. And wait again for
the promise.
2020 will not just be a year to see again, to
focus again. It is a year of speaking,
of proclamation and declaration that will
come from the EMPOWERMENT of the SPIRIT
as it did in My disciples on the Day of
Pentecost. The power that they had never
experienced before, you will experience.
I am bringing a consistent culture of MY
Kingdom, of fire, of My will being done, by
the POWER of My SPIRIT and My obedient
disciples. To those who will cross over. I laid
My life down on the cross so that you could
cross over from the old into the new.
It’s the beginning of a new season for you—a
new decade—no longer wondering who you are
or what your identity is, what your value is,
your worth. You’re coming into a new
beginning, a place where people will begin to
respond because you will be so full of My
presence that will bring it forth.
I will release the directives as My people step
ALL OUT into the unknown.
The people in darkness will see a great light
that will shine out of you, and they will hear a
sound coming from you. Even the unspoken
sounds will emanate and grab hold of those

that are looking for something that has value,
something that is authentic, something that
will bring change into their life, something of
substance.
That is who you will be ― EMPOWERED by Me
to be their answer, to lead them by the hand,
to disciple them and lead them in righteous
ways.
There will be a sound of a roar as My people
gather in small and large meetings to seek My
face and My will. EMPOWERMENT will come,
not to just talk the talk, but to walk the walk
of the gospel truth. You will roar with the
truth, without judgment, but enveloped in
love.
I am longing to hear the sound you release. As
you pray—what atmosphere are you
creating? As you go—what atmosphere are you
creating? You cannot leave your prayer life at
the altar at church.
You must come and wet My feet with your
tears again. You must weep before Me as you
cry for My heart. You must come in surrender
and humility before Me, acknowledging Me as
your King—giving Me the honor to EMPOWER
you even more. As you weep at My feet, you
will feel My tears dripping down from My eyes.
You will know that you are the answer to My
prayers, as I sit beside the Father and
intercede for those called by My name, with
the love that can only be found with Me in you
and you in Me―the oneness that I’ve prayed
for.
As you live every day, what sound are you
making? What sound are you making together,
corporately, as My Church?
What sound are you making outside as you go
ALL OUT, SPIRIT EMPOWERED, not in your
own strength?
For it’s not by your might or your power, but
by My SPIRIT that you will frustrate the
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enemy and take territory and souls back by
force. On purpose. Warriors arising again.
Taking up that which is righteous, that which
has been given to you. Shout the victory!

It’s a year of declarations that will fill the air
with My POWER because My Body will receive
the impartation of the Spirit and begin to
release whatever voice is needed. It will
shatter the darkness.

Let the prophets prophesy from understanding
the will of God coming from Heaven to earth.
Until they converge into one.

A new breed of fierce people is beginning to
arise and insist on the win.

Let My people cry for My strategies and grab
ahold of the revelation needed in the moment
as well as the bigger picture.

In 2020 you will move into a season where
My SPIRIT is coming to awaken that which My
people have already been entrusted with.

Your SPIRIT-filled voice is to drown out what
the devil is declaring and coming to
accomplish. He is invading your realm of
authority and stealing from you!

My very POWER that has the ability to bring
change is coming in a greater release for you,
the influencers, to bring exactly what is
needed to impact this current age.

In 2020 you must join Me; you must take your
positional authority and take it back by force.
You can do this by My power, not by your
decision.

It is a time that the SPIRIT EMPOWERED
Church will lay aside their own ways to take
on My ways, and go where I tell them to go, to
do what I have called them to do.

The structure of My authority will change
things, but you must come into agreement
and begin to speak with confidence and
fierceness once again.

Because of the SPIRIT’S EMPOWERMENT,
this is what has been released and will be
revealed to you:
-

The silence of My Church is over. With
authority you will speak and it will divide
between the spirit and the soul, and you will
release those that have been held captive and
set them free from their prison. You will open
up the doors as I have promised you. To let
them commune with Me, as we are one.
Let the roar begin. Roar against his territory.
Roar against his plan, against his agenda,
against his stronghold―and watch them fall to
nothing. Watch them flatten as you walk upon
his plans and declare My Kingdom has come.
Many will increase in understanding vision in
2020, but it is also a year to release your
voice—because as you settle into My truths,
you must not just know it, you must speak it
and step into it.

-

-

The official authority and legal power that
you have been given to operate in fully.
My SPIRIT will enable you and promote you
to impart pure influence, understanding
your commission from Me.
The SPIRIT will make you aware that My
anointed ones are the qualified ones.

You must understand that the antonym of
EMPOWER is prevent.
The enemy has done his best to take hold of
the minds of My chosen and to infiltrate them
with lies that bring compromise, to prevent
them from My pure power.
But those that have stood against his tactics
and contended for purity will see the
reversing of the curse. They will see the
beginning of the obvious blessings I am
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releasing to the faithful ones who would not
let go of the promises.

come to a decisive point in their lives as to
who they will surrender to.

Focus on Me. Then you will be able to stay
focused. The world will take note that My
sons and daughters have been with Me as they
turn the world upside down.

I am coming to awaken My people by
the POWER of the SPIRIT with the reality of
the EMPOWERMENT of governmental
authority that I have given them to walk in. A
royal race is going to arise out of the rubble.

Revival will be personal before it will be
corporate. A stirring of passion to go ALL OUT
in proving My POWER―which has always been
available―to set each person back into divine
order again.
The decisions many have wanted to make―to
live differently, to be more reverent, to be
more committed―will find it easy as they
are EMPOWERED as My SPIRIT overwhelms
them with My goodness.
Those who will embrace what the SPIRIT is
doing and saying, will arise out of the
attitudes and the ashes of the world.
Their eyes are fixed on Me because their
times with Me are the most precious times to
them.
With humility, they will no longer allow the
world to take up any more space on the inside
of their hearts.
My lovers will be determined to display My
glory and love and POWER. And the impact
will increase and the result will cause them to
be eminent―obvious, standing above others
in quality or position.

I will release the experiences needed to a
people that will bring intimacy and
revelation. It will be like a lightning rod that
comes from Heaven to earth that lights up a
clear pathway for those that know Me, and for
those that will come to Me.
Those who have given up on their vision, but
who come to Me and repent and ask Me for
the “updated version,” will find my
“revision” ready for them.
For how they have interpreted what I have
said to them, and what it means in this time
frame, cannot converge until they accept the
remodeled, stabilized, alteration of the
vision.
These are being given to those who are ready
to lay aside what they have demanded as
their “rights” in order to take their real,
rightful places as sons and daughters of the
Most High.
Just as Jesus laid aside His rights, taking the
form of a servant even to the death, He never
laid down who He was as King and Son. He
was son of man AND My Son.

I am making Myself conspicuous to the world,
causing things to rise to a head. Those things
done in darkness will be revealed in the light.

And I will never forsake My sons and
daughters, or withhold My POWER from them.

Decision time is upon many people and many
nations.

It is a time where I long for My people to
crown My Son with many crowns. Honor Him
with sacrificial giving, and sacrificial living.

I will come with enormous lightning and
thunder from the heavens to cause people to



Crown Him by denying self and the deeds
of the flesh.
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Crown Him by offering your life as a
sacrifice to His will above yours.
Crown Him by speaking the truth in love.
Crown Him by washing His feet with your
tears of repentance.
Crown Him by honoring Him when you
don’t feel like it.
Crown Him by worshiping Him openly with
your life, in and outside the walls of the
church gatherings.
Crown Him with many crowns by assuming
the position of humility and servanthood.

Moses’ heart was to climb far enough into the
heavens that the world and the frustrations
were left behind and we could meet face to
face. He came not for himself, but for the
answers on how to instruct the people he and
I both loved, to come out of slavery and into
the promises.
He found himself face to face with Me. My
glory didn’t just overshadow him, it became
resident within him. It was so obvious, it
scared the others who had not experienced
this kind of relationship.
But now, you are invited to My mountain to
meet Me face to face and be EMPOWERED
with My glory and be filled with My wisdom!
Wisdom will be unleashed to the ones who are
willing to proclaim it with My heart!
My Spirit is entreating you to come up higher.
Don’t you see that it is necessary, once
again?
Where are those who are willing to deliver My
Word with a fresh EMPOWERMENT that will
destroy the plans of the enemy and lay out a
righteous path for others to walk on?
Respond to the thunder in My voice and don’t
call the fire that I bring strange. Instead,
embrace the fire and allow it to consume that
which must be consumed and leave that which
must remain.

I am calling forth fire that will be found only
in times of prayer. Prayerless ones will not
receive the same fire, but they will have to
long for Me on a personal level, and intercede
for others so I can entrust the fire that is
coming to honorable, sold-out vessels.
My time table will come for 2020, not as man
has planned, but as I have planned.
There will be an uproar that will bring an
outpouring. People desperate for answers and
desperate for meaning will find Me as their
answer, and find the true meaning of their
life.
Be ready for the uproar to upset the normal.
There will be challenges as the enemy arises
against what he senses is occurring. He will
try to rule the airwaves. That is why your
voice must sound and resound. That is why My
people must put on their armor and take
charge again.
In the midst of an evil day, I am calling My
people to arise and proclaim. Live to glorify
My name and make My name and all that
comes from the power of My name, alive!
There are keys of the Kingdom being released
to you in 2020:
FAITH – Faith in My character in Who I am and
what I’m capable of
HATING SIN – Calling it what it is―not
allowing it to come anywhere near your rightstanding with Me. Anyone can fall if they
don’t recognize the tactics of the enemy.
REVERENCE – I am a Holy God. Reverencing
Me is not a suggestion, but it is the key to
keeping things in divine order.
WATCHING OVER YOUR WORDS – There’s
power released in your words. You will either
empower satan or empower the Kingdom in
your life. Even flippant words can be open
doors, for the enemy is lying in wait seeking
whom he may devour.
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FIERCE – I am looking for warriors who are not
afraid of the fight, because they know the end
result. But they have to arise.
ADORATION – Includes praising and worshiping
and acknowledging Me. It’s in that place of
adoration that you will realize how much I
love you and I will EMPOWER you to love
others, to even love yourself again.
SPIRIT-LED – Those who are led by My Spirit
are the sons of God. They are the ones who
will learn to trust Me and they are the ones I
can count on.
If these 7 keys are alive in your life, it will
bring life and wholeness. 7 is My perfect
number. It brings divine order. Divine order
releases the EMPOWERMENT that I have laid
out before you. But now you have to pick up
the keys. Unlock every door in your heart and
invite Me in. And see what I can do―with you,
through you, and to impact others. The
Gospel is then going to be realized. There’s
no set format of presenting the Gospel. YOU
are the walking presentation of Who I am and
what I do on the earth. YOU are the tract!
YOU are My visualization―the opportunity to
show all who are looking for the reality of My
presence and who I am―because it will be
seen through YOU.
This is a new season. It will bring forth purity
and holiness, which then brings the breakthrough … and true overcomers that will bring
the victory! So earth can look like My original
intentions.
I will open doors of opportunity to those who
are willing. It will cost you time; it will cost
you commitment. It will look like it costs you
financial investment. But that which you give
to Me will always be multiplied back to you.
It is time for you to untie:
 Untie yourself from relationships that lead
you astray instead of to Me.
 Untie yourself from the world’s system.
 Untie yourself from the past … let it go.




Untie yourself from your habits that are
distractions.
Untie yourself from bitterness and jealousy
and loss.

BE FREE IN ME! I’ve already paid the price for
you. Enjoy the freedom I bought.
Stomp on discouragement and be encouraged
again because My faith is being released in
your midst. Grab a hold of it, do not resist!
Insist on believing Me again for unusual,
outrageous things so I can prove Myself.
Be givers! That is My DNA that I gave to you
when I formed you. Withholding means you
have agreed with the enemy and his tactics.
Destroy him by choosing Me and My ways!
Insist on giving, and do not succumb to being
takers.
True love gives. It’s that simple.
Additional revelation will be given to those
who will proclaim the truth unashamedly
before men.
There will be those that will persecute you
because of it. That is why you must have your
heart set on never surrendering even an inch
to the enemy.
Devotion to Me will not be optional if you are
to be optimum.
I am releasing to you the SPIRIT plan
necessary for you to live as My heirs. When
you align yourself to My plan, it will alleviate
you from the mistakes of your past. It will
elevate and EMPOWER you to be reinstated in
your true identity to walk forward into the
future—the Glory of Christ worth going ALL
OUT for.
Your YES will affect many nations. They will
be impacted by your purity, and you will
release their true identity to them. You will
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call to them, and you will see the doors
opening.

Relationship——covenant / praise/
righteousness / generations

There will be opportunities local and abroad
to SERVE. For I am not looking for superstars;
I am looking for servants who are willing to go
ALL OUT for the benefits of others, not for
their own soul.

Revelation——prayer / obedience / faith

Relationships will be newly formed and I will
mend and repair some old relationships to
reinstate them. But be led by My SPIRIT and
be willing to love with healthy boundaries.
I was in the world, but I never became the
world. I transformed the world. That is your
assignment also.

Isaiah 61:1-4 NKJV
1 "The Spirit of the Lord God is upon Me,
because the Lord has anointed Me to preach
good tidings to the poor; He has sent Me to
heal the brokenhearted, to proclaim liberty to
the captives, and the opening of the prison to
those who are bound;

Honor will be re-introduced. The enemy has
stolen honor from the hearts of many towards
Me, towards each other, towards any form of
authority.

2 To proclaim the acceptable year of the Lord,
and the day of vengeance of our God; to
comfort all who mourn,

But as those with pure hearts arise in the
midst of dark scenarios, honor will be
reinstated in the hearts that were touched by
those who are secured by My presence and
who honor Me in their times alone with Me.

3 To console those who mourn in Zion, to
give them beauty for ashes, the oil of joy for
mourning, the garment of praise for the spirit
of heaviness; that they may be called trees of
righteousness, the planting of the Lord, that
He may be glorified."

I am connecting nations to Liberty as I have
called you to love them. They are coming to
you, and you are going to them.
Model Me as you go ALL OUT. Stay SPIRIT
EMPOWERED.
If it is you and Me, and Me and you, the
enemy will remain a zero.
Here is the Liberty SPIRIT plan:
Word——forever / Jesus / good news

Transformation——empowerment /
inheritance / outreach / development /
establishment

4 And they shall rebuild the old ruins,
they shall raise up the former desolations,
and they shall repair the ruined cities, the
desolations of many generations.
Our Mission:
 Love God passionately
 Serve others significantly, by
 Embracing, displaying, and sharing
God’s love

Spirit——passion / gifts / activations
Freedom——Isaiah 61 / purpose / healing
Honor——integrity / relevance / excellence /
truth
LibertyLifeCenter.org
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